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In the far Northwest lies an unusual land…
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Presentation Notes
A land of deep basalt flows, of deeply scarred canyons from glacial floodwaters that scoured channels across the land, the largest ten times the flow of all the rivers in the world today,  and of deep soils of wind-blown glacial dust and volcanic ash from many an eruption in the Cascades to the west.  A tilted plateau where rainfall varies from five inches in the Basin lowlands to more than 20 inches in the heart of the Palouse, along the Idaho border with best farming practices varying with the precipitation—often significantly different from one town to another. We thank you for joining us to learn of our challenges and of the remarkable people who have put down roots here.



“The farmer has to be an optimist 
or he wouldn’t be a farmer.” Will Rogers

• Early travelers, often mule packers, saw signs promising 
“plenty of guideboards, wood, water and whiskey stops” on the 
Nez Perce trail…

• Wood and water can be seen with a glance at the river and the 
lumber mill on its north side.

• I’ll provide some guideboards—about farm families and their 
remarkable heritage, trade, tugboats, legislative issues and the 
road ahead…

• It ’s a bit early in the day, alas, for this to be a whiskey stop…
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Presentation Notes
Tenacity is vital to success, too.  My cousin, Bill, who managed our ranch for many years, once shared with me the traits that pioneers brought with them to the new land:  “Unquenchable optimism, a wry self-deprecating sense of humor that helped them endure the tough times, and a tenacity that verged on stubbornness—qualities that were useful then, are useful now, and will be useful in the future.” 



John & Archie McGregor, 1886 Peter & Alex McGregor, 1898
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The Black Sea Germans of Dusty, the Mennonites of Onecho, the Finns of Helix, the Irish of Oakesdale, the Volga Germans of Ritzville, Endicott, Uniontown and Grangeville, the Chinese of Colfax and Lewiston, Selbu Norwegians of LaCrosse and Genesee, French and Scotch sheepmen of the Channeled Scablands and so on…Starting a few years after the Civil War they came to hew out a living any way they could…My grandpa and great uncles arrived in the fall of 1882 from Owen Sound, Ontario to Pasco, where they found howling wind, blowing sand and nothing but a faded sign saying ‘watch Pasco grow.’ They started herding sheep and living in tents, measuring the severity of winter weather by counting the number of nights they had to ‘sleep with the spuds’—putting their potatoes in their bedrolls to keep the spuds from freezing. Others lived in crude 12’ x 16’ shanties caulked with mud and newspapers. My great uncle Archie remembered that the McGregor Brothers got their first operating loan in 1885--$5,000 to buy a band of 2500 ewes at 18% interest—by displaying five traits he felt would always be crucial in agriculture—industry, work, character, honesty and fair dealings. World War II veterans came west to claim land in the Columbia Basin seventy years later. “There was running water, if you put some in a bucket and ran with it. “My husband had heard that this was the land of milk and honey,” recalled a woman who arrived in the arid Columbia Basin in the mid-1950’s. “The spuds grew bigger, the hens laid more eggs, and the women had more babies. We arrived and saw nothing but sagebrush and cheatgrass as far as the eye could see and he wondered ‘what kind of fool am I?’ Tub Hansen, later to be a highly regarded state legislator, and his spouse started with a shack they built on the back side of a potato truck.   



#1: Deeply held values etched in our shared farm heritage 
and tempered by hard times… 

“Pioneers came equipped with three traits that 
helped them succeed: unquenchable optimism, a 
wry self-deprecating sense of humor that helped 
in the tough times and a tenacity that verged on 

stubbornness. Traits that were useful then, are 
useful now, and will be useful in the future.” 

~Bill McGregor

“It was pretty tough. Hot, dry and windy. We’d get very little—three bushels 
an acre. Our family of twelve shared bathwater—the one who was cleanest 
took the first bath. After all twelve of us took our turns, the water was spread 
on the garden.” ~Karl Weber



Wheat was ‘king’ and we soon led the nation…
A fellow wrote from our ranch boarding house a century ago, “Late in June the vast Northwestern 
desert of wheat began to take on a tinge of gold, lending an austere beauty…”

Farming was hardly simple and in harmony with nature….
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“Late in June the vast Northwestern desert of wheat began to take on a tinge of gold, lending an austere beauty to that endless, smooth, rolling world of treeless hills. A thousand hills lay bare to the sky and half of every hill was wheat and half was fallow ground. And all of it, with the shallow valleys between, seemed big and strange and isolated. A lonely, hard, heroic country.”Teamsters—the term meant those who worked with teams of animals-- harvested with mules, Thoroughbred, Clydesdale or Indian ponies—110 men and women and 310 work animals in all on three pioneer harvest crews on our place. Chemistry may have been ‘organic’ but it was hardly user friendly—arsenic for bugs, formaldehyde for seed, strychnine for squirrels and various crude fertilizer concoctions, one of which had the irritating trait of catching fire in pants legs. My spouse’s grandpa remembered cleaning out a separator, full of sharp rods. “I gave the engineer the ‘go ahead,’ jumped on the ground and felt something in my shoe. It was blood. My leg was cut down to the bone. So the firemen says ‘I got some turpentine.’ I said, ‘that will hurt, won’t it?’ He said, ‘not if you do it right now it won’t hurt.’ And it didn’t. Put that turpentine in there and strapped a dirty old shirt he used for a rag around it and, you know, that never did get sore ”



#2 A remarkable relationship—farmers, scientists, and 
local businesses—set the stage for great progress…
“Help us bring science down out of the skies and hitch it to our plows.” 

Orville A. Vogel WSU Wheat Scientists Jim Cook

Presenter
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College scientists had yet to become familiar with the land and spent most of their time in the classroom. Their advice to till the land as often as possible—even a dozen or more times—was particularly ill-suited. They’d found a student to walk all the rail lines east of the Cascades—nearly a thousand miles—to pull and eradicate Russian thistle.  They and the farmers they served had much to learn…Scientists from the Pullman station and many others, who had never visited the land, recommended aggressive tillage—ten to fifteen times a year—to prepare a smooth seedbed. “We washed canyons you could throw boxcars into,” one pioneer recalled. “We worked the land to death with our horses,” remembered my cousin, Bill, “harrowed it to beat hell, then let it blow awhile.”My great-uncle Pete, a college regent, and a dozen other wheat growers went to the Pullman campus, told of declining yields, with nutrients from unbroken prairie days already used to produce crops for customers around the world, runaway weeds, and massive soil erosion and echoed a theme heard from farmers across the west—Get out in the field, work with us and help us bring science down out of the skies and hitch it to our plows. They made great progress but it took time. I remember, as a kid, riding with my brother and sister in the back seat of our car as mom and dad up front searched frantically for any marks on the highway and air born soils swirled, often near the then appropriately named town of Dusty, Washington. No longer.  We have come a long ways.Dozens of extraordinary scientists from our three land grant schools and USDA have brought science to the farm.  Orville Vogel of USDA/Pullman spent fourteen years cross-breeding a Japanese dwarf wheat and a Northwest variety to make a semi-dwarf wheat that used nutrients to produce kernels, not tall stocks. His work set the stage for Nobel Prize winning plant breeder Norman Borlaug taking the concept to Mexico, Pakistan, India and beyond—saving hundreds of thousands of lives in poorly fed lands in the process.  Jim Cook, whose research on root diseases led farmers to eliminate volunteer grain and grassy weeds that hosted them—the green bridge—between crops helped make direct seeding into crop residue possible and earned world-wide honors in his field.  WSU scientists in this picture of a few years ago continue the trend. 



Farmers and local businesses have pitched in, too...
• On our farm, seventy years ago, we took what long-time NRCS soil conservationist Dennis Roe 

calls “a bold leap…to adapt cropping systems research.” 
• That tradition continues today with our researchers trying out new practices and products, in 

close collaboration with university scientists, with dozens of on-farm trials across this prairie and 
at our two research stations…
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“On our farm, seventy years ago, we took what long-time NRCS soil conservationist Dennis Roe calls a “bold leap” hiring the head of the Dryland Experiment Station, “to adapt cropping systems research with nutrient and soil testing to improve the production of crop residue on slopes that suffered from years of rain on frozen soils.” Research trials were scattered across the ranch and farmers came from far and wide. Working together, farmers, land grant scientists and local businesses have made huge strides and produced extraordinary yields—some, in the higher rainfall zones above 130 bushels last year, and in lower triple digits this harvest. 



A growing awareness of the importance of
agricultural technology…
Exponential gains to come in data management
In more efficient water use and nutrient management
In control of disease and pests
In harnessing plant breeding and biotechnology
To produce the highest return, harvest after harvest
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We’ve been proud to be leaders in three programs that began small and are no world wide:  Certified Crop Adviser, 4R Nutrient Stewardship (right rate, right product, right place, right source) and ResponsibleAg.



Staying positive and tenacious: Getting bipartisan action to 
help our dedicated stewards of the land—farm families!

“If we allow misconceptions, not 
science and good judgment to 
dictate the future of 
agriculture…” 

~Norman Borlaug

“What an amazing, positive story. It is time to be positive 
about the industry, to be proud of it. It is agriculture that has 

enabled this country to grow and become the strongest, most 
powerful nation in the world. And we should not let a person 

in this country forget it. Ever.”  
~Tom Vilsack



#3 The ‘three T’s’ are all vital in getting our crops to 
market…
• In pioneer days, “a farmer was exhausted and his 

vocabulary of cussing pumped dry.”
• Renewable power, an efficient way to reach 

distant markets and feed hungry people around 
the globe outweighed the nostalgia…

“It was not the six-gun that won the West. 
It was impounded water.”  ~Oregon Senator 

Mark Hatfield

…a canyon of sagebrush, coyotes, rattlesnakes and 
rugged paths through the rocks, a land few knew 
since the Palouse Indians called it ‘home’. 
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Tugboats, trains and trucks.Steamboats were the first means but getting to the river wasn’t easy.“ A trip or two down these canyons with a team of horses and a wagon of wheat left a farmer exhausted and his vocabulary of cussing pumped dry,” one pioneer recalled. Frustrated farmers tried alternatives beginning with wooden chutes that traversed 2000 feet of canyon but, alas, the grain ended up damaged, smoking hot. Finally tramways—crude versions of modern ski lifts—were used with some success to move bags of grain down to river ports. Steamboat captains, violating every rule since promulgated by the Deportment of Labor and Industries, wrestled their boats up the river. Big metal rings are still visible where they’d hook up a cable and winch their way upstream. Explosions were frequent with the laboring steam engines and fatalities were, too.  Before the grain reached Portland there were as many as twelve portages where the wheat had to be unloaded and hauled around particularly treacherous rapids.  Half the value of the grain went to cover the cost of this dangerous river transport. I remember fondly the way the river used to be—the rock outcroppings that my dad’s Palouse Indian friend, Sam Fisher, told legends about, the pillars of the Hotel Stewart and the ghost town of Riparia, once an important steamboat stop. We provided food and lodging for Washington State College archaeologists excavating caves and finding the skeleton of Marmes Man, at 11,500 years of age  then the oldest human remains in the Western hemisphere. I got to tag along as a ten year old helper, trowel in hand. It saddened us when bulldozers refashioned the land to make way for Lower Granite Dam.In place of that once rugged and remote land we have a remarkably efficient transportation system, clean energy and a river that welcomes locals and people from afar to fish and boat. Most of them have more success than dad, my brother and I had—I recall us getting skunked for one hundred hours over many months between steelhead catches back in the old days. 



Tugboats have become crucial to our future…
• The Columbia-Snake River system has become the #1 

route for ocean going wheat and wood, #2 for corn and 
soy, from here at home and as far away as the Dakotas…

• Some critics claim agriculture depends upon the river 
less than it once did…

• The river system laid the foundation for a strong 
Washington economy…
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Seems dubious to me. The McGregor Company recently built our second river terminal - a 40,000 ton fertilizer formulation and storage facility just across the Red Wolf bridge, two miles from here, for barge and rail shipments—the biggest investment we have made in our 137 year history. On a single day when the snow finally melted this past spring we unloaded a full barge of liquid fertilizer with 150 trucks trucks delivering to nearby farms and branches in a single day. Our competitors followed our example and built another one nearby.   The river system laid the foundation for a strong Washington economy, as Kris Johnson of the Association of Washington Business puts it. “It drives industry, the creation of family wage jobs and powers the booming high-tech  sector that is filling the central Puget Sound’s urban centers. It helps make Washington a low emissions leader in the nation and the world. The dams have fundamentally transformed our state’s economy opening new opportunities, not only to agriculture but to manufacturing and high tech. With key modernizations, the Columbia-Snake river dams provide for healthy fish runs and clean energy to power homes, cars, and industry and to support recreation.”The Northwest Power and Conservation Council testified recently that we could face an energy shortage beginning in 2021.  Where will we find the energy  to replace the lost power? New natural gas plants? Not likely when we have a goal of eliminating natural gas as a power source within 25 years. When the Seattle City Council is talking of banning natural gas hookups on new buildings right away. It would be folly for private firms to invest in new natural gas power plants when use is already being discouraged.  Would the legislature put them in?  No.



#4 There are so many positive signs of progress made! 

“Hatchery Chinook more than compensate for fish lost to the dams in terms of the 
total number of Chinook available to killer whales.” (NOAA Fisheries, 2016)

“The Columbia River system has been a bright spot for increasing 
salmon returns…Other stocks, such as in Puget Sound, remain 
depressed.” ( NOAA Fisheries, 2018)

The dominant, most important food item for Southern Resident Orcas, appears to 
be Fraser River salmon. Removing dams would have a very, very small effect on 
the abundance of Chinook salmon in the Columbia River. (UW Fisheries).
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“Hatchery production and other protection strategies have helped Snake River fall Chinook rebound recently to some of their highest numbers in decades.”The biggest competitor for adult Chinook salmon, Ray Hilborn, UW Professor of Fisheries and Aquatic Science, concludes, is Northern Resident Killer Wales which are doing just fine. Southern Resident killer whales carry high amounts of toxins. “I don’t think anyone has come up with a way to get all the chemical load out of Puget Sound. It’s already in the water, it’s in the sediments. Most of the chemicals are ‘historic.’ Removing dams would have a very, very small effect on the abundance of Chinook salmon in the Columbia River. In fact, removing the Snake River dams would bring a decline in fish on the Columbia. The hatcheries on the Snake are funded by the dams and if the dams would be taken down, those hatcheries would stop putting fish out. So there would probably be a buildup of wild fish but it would take 5, 10, or 15 years to compensate for the decline in hatchery production. There are more Pacific salmon right now than at any time since we’ve been able to estimate it.”Biological oceanographer Sonia Batten, in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, fears that there are too many salmon in the ocean and that, led by the voracious Pacific salmon, there is becoming a shortage of zooplankton that nourish everything from juvenile salmon to seabirds.



If the dams were breached, could rail take up the load 
instead of overcrowded highways?

$150/ft for rail & ties = $792,000/mile
$237,600,000 for 300 miles of rail & ties
$1,072,500 for ties & rail per unit-train siding
$160,000 for switches per siding
$7,395,000 for six terminal sidings
$132,000,000 for six new terminals
$50,000,000 for state line upgrades
$493,550,000 of basic costs
…far exceeding $1B in all…
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It would take more than 43,000 rail cars to carry the cargo that currently rides the river. More than 670 miles of track have been removed. Discounting that number to exclude former SP&S and Milwaukee Road lines that traversed many miles and other areas of duplication we’d need to replace 300 miles of track and replace many dozens of long abandoned and falling down wooden crib elevators of yore with six grain terminals. Many, if not most, rails on the state owned rail system date back before World War I, some back to territorial days. They are ill-suited for much heavier rail cars than were on the lines a century ago—sometimes requiring a speed of 10 miles per hour. I have excluded here the costs for grading and the substantial cost of reacquiring the right-of-ways through purchase or condemnation. Half a billion dollars just for the basics, likely to exceed a billion in all. All of that would have to be done before the dams were breached. Who’s going to take that on and cajole or force hundreds of right of way owners to give up their ground and tear up businesses and farms that have made use of the land? To say nothing of coming up with the money? Let’s be realistic—it is simply not going to happen.



Maintaining what we have is a big enough endeavor… 

• Adding 167,000 semi-trucks to overcrowded highways would snarl traffic and fill the 
skies with more CO2… 

• We’ve already faced our share of maintenance challenges in ‘19 on the Three T’s so 
essential to get crops to market and essential supplies upstream…

Sept 8, 2019 Bonneville Dam Sill Crack, US Army Corp 
of Engineers 

Spring 2019, Rail line near LaCrosse, WSDOT 
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DOT has restored fish access to 105 miles of potential upstream habitat in 2018 alone with much more to go.  It is the proud owner of 280 bridges that date back eighty years or more.  As members of the Connecting Washington task force we recommended many other upgrades, including rural and farm to port roads adequate for anticipated traffic. Kudos to our legislators for recognizing the need for infrastructure upgrades for our roads are crowded and need considerable TLC even without adding several million tons of river freight. We’ve skirted disaster several times already with branch lines on which Class I Railroads practiced the oxymoronic concept of “deferred maintenance”—which meant little care at all, despite the hard work of DOT and your support in the legislature. This spring a washout west of LaCrosse threatened to deprive farmers of hundreds of thousand acres of needed nutrients. We were saved only by a foot and a half of snow that lingered so long and kept farmers out of the field until DOT finished a hectic job of repairing the line.The cracked lock at Bonneville could hardly have happened at a worse time—as harvest was winding down and crops were heading for market. They’ll meet the challenge and keep our exports humming though we don’t yet know just when. 



#4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year as Washington wheat we celebrate 150 years of shipping our grain overseas. Wheat growers had sent 200 pound sacks of grain, two on each mule, to gold mines during the Civil War. In 1869 they took a bold step—sending a sailing vessel loaded with flour from Portland, four months and 17,000 ocean miles around Cape Horn, to feed hungry dock workers in Liverpool, England. In 1900 it was estimated that 70% of our crop was sent across the Pacific to Japan and China. Here in the Northwest more than 90% of our wheat goes overseas.  More than ¾ of our chickpeas (garbanzos), 70% of our lentils, a big share of timothy, potatoes, beef, apples, cherries, geoducks,  grape juice, dairy and dozens of other crops rely upon foreign customers. The directors of the Port of Seattle are shown here at our research station near Colfax listening to me talk of how vital trade is to our state. It is for each and every portion of the state you represent so well.  President Reagan put it well when he suggested the US should be the “shining city on the hill’: “Our peaceful trading partners are not our enemies. They are our allies. The expansion of the international economy is not a foreign invasion. It is an American triumph.”Last summer, when Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue met with growers and my teammates at our office in Colfax, he expressed hope for the Trans-Pacific Partnership, an agreement that would have brought close to $5 billion in additional income for American agriculture, and would have benefited many enterprises across our highly trade dependent state.  “Let’s go back into TPP and put this group of 12 nations together as a front against China if China won’t come to the table.” Regrettably we’ve gotten crosswise with many of our trading partners and we’ve gone it alone. Randy Fortenberry, WSU small grains economist, says “it’s been a hundred years since the US has been involved in so many trade challenges around the world.”  We’ve dusted off an old strategy.  Warnings about it go back as far as Secretary of Finance Albert Gallatin of the Jefferson Administration and it fell into disrepute with the Smoot- Hawley tariff at the onset of the Great Depression. A factor, though not the only one, in world exports falling 66% by 1934. 



A trade war could hardly have come at a worse time for 
agriculture…

Presenter
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So far, lots of promises and bluster. Last winter: “We’re doing trade deals that are going to get you so much business, you’re not even going to believe it.  Your problem will be—we need more acres immediately. We’ve got to plant.” 1/19. Trade battles were initiated over washing machines, solar panels, steel and aluminum are wearing thin. We’ve tried tariffs, we’ve tried embargos. When President Carter put a grain embargo on the Russians it crippled agriculture and burned our biggest customer into one of our biggest competitors.  Enough already.  Placing blame doesn’t achieve much. Neither party nor the Administration should be fitted with halos. Democrats joined Donald Trump in 2016 in opposing the Trans-Pacific Partnership—a monumental achievement reflecting eight years worth of work by the George W. Bush and Obama administrations. The key now is to move forward—we’ve been on the sidelines as other nations have drafted dozens of free trade deals with one another. Past president Marci Green of the Washington Association of Wheat Growers put it well: “I’ve read that administration officials suggest that parts of the economy hurt by the tariffs are going to have to weather the storm. I don’t think these people really understand how precarious things are in farm country. This isn’t about weathering the storm. This is about survival.”



Please join us in supporting USMCA—the new NAFTA—with 
Mexico and Canada
“Congress must rise above the current red/blue political environment which 
pits D’s and R’s as opposing forces. Trade is the fertilizer that helps the country 
grow. The failure to pass the USMCA treaty will have the same effect on the 
economy as failure to provide their wheat plants their necessary inputs—a 
paltry harvest.”  ~Michelle Hennings, WAWG

Please join us in reaching out— to urge House Democrats not to 
reopen the treaty.  It could hold us back years. To urge Republicans 
to help keep the waters calm. It is a must-pass piece of legislation 
for our state and the nation.
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“Trade wars are good and easy to win!” “Tariffs are the greatest!” “Higher prices mean we’ll pay more for food and clothing. Broken supply chains will drive some companies out of business and destroy jobs. Expansion of global trade over the past 50 years has lifted hundreds of millions of people out of poverty. The trade war now being unleashed threatens that prosperity.” Ed Sweitzer, SEL, a major eastern Washington employer.Last winter I joined an AWB delegation to the Canadian embassy in Washington, DC to meet with trade ministers from Canada and Mexico. We compared notes and shared a sense of urgency in moving forward. Tariff threats on steel, aluminum, and Central American immigrants made the path bumpy since then but we’re close to the finish line. With your help, we’ll get there!



With USMCA resolved, moving forward with Japan becomes 
job #1 

“We’ve invested countless hours and millions of hard- earned farmer dollars 
and federal export market development funds building this market. The largest, 
most reliable and valuable market for US wheat.”   ~Vince Peterson, US Wheat

Presenter
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Japan buys about 3 million metric tons of wheat from us every year, including a unique blend called Western White—a mixture of sww and club wheat grown in the PNW especially for Japanese millers.Joining the AWB trade delegation to Japan this past spring was an opportunity to let them know how much we value the relationship. It’s a relationship built up over generations, one of mutual appreciation and respect. Because we walked away from TPP we haven’t benefitted from substantially lower Japanese tariffs—something we earlier urged them to provide. As TPP participants, our competitors in Canada and Australia have tariffs lower than ours, getting worse every year. My pitch was to ask them to keep us on a level playing field while issues related to autos and other issues were ironed out. When we got back a headline from Japan Today was frustrating. To say nothing about the President’s mentioning to an audience that he’d told Prime Minister Abe that we get millions of cars from them . He told Abe: that in return we “sent them wheat. Wheat. That’s not a good deal. And they don’t even want our wheat. They do it to make us feel good.”We have some dedicated, determined trade representatives. Gregg Doud, chief agricultural negotiator with the US Trade Representative’s office points out that there “is a big difference negotiating in agriculture. We can’t grind the other guy into the ground. We have to have a relationship with the person across the table because they are going to be with us for a long time. If you lose that market share with Japan I don’t know if you’ll ever get it back.” It impacts all Washingtonians. As Senator Patty Murray puts it, ‘emerging trade wars put more than 900,000 Washington jobs supported by trade at risk, threatening more than $6 billion of Washington exports.” Pulling together, speaking out for our state, we will win the day. Sounds like we are close. 



#5 Please help us make room for making decisions in the 
field about how to steward our precious land…
• Family farms and ranches dominate our 

land—97% of our agricultural lands in our 
state are in their custody and care…

• We work for a fickle boss that calls the 
shots…

• This spring, while ‘restrictive scheduling’ 
was being discussed in Olympia, it was all 
hands on deck…

• We’ve made huge strides protecting our waters and soils with help from conservation districts, 
land grant scientists, and voluntary incentives for doing work we’d like to do but cannot afford 
on our own

Presenter
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A farmer and long term colleague of mine, Pat McConnell, put it well: “Farming is an art, learned and passed on like a craftsman passes on his knowledge of working a fine piece of wood. We must give weight to the vast amount of knowledge, common sense, and true commitment to the environment that farmers possess.  Mandates produce uninspired obedience but common goals and freedom to choose a course of action produce inspired participation.”The fickle boss? Mother Nature. I asked my dad many years ago if he’d ever remembered a year where we’d had normal, average, and predictable weather across the prairies of eastern Washington. “It could happen,” he said. “I’ve never seen it but I can’t say for sure. I’ve only lived here eighty years.” So it was that while ‘restrictive scheduling,’ requiring two weeks advance notice of work schedule changes, was being discussed in Olympia a sudden snowstorm hit east of the mountains. In the Yakima valley alone 1600 head of cattle died despite frantic efforts to save them. One rancher and his crew brought in all  the cattle they could into a barn. One of the most snow covered calves, dubbed Oreo, the rancher took home to his wife and daughter to slowly warm up in a bathtub of warm water. I remember doing the same with sheep, even putting them in the oven for a very quick warm up and rubbing them with towels to bring them back from freezing. Forcing farm and ranch crews to sit idly by while livestock die or cherry crops are threatened with a sudden freeze—a far different world than employees in downtown skyscrapers. Meanwhile the fields of the wheat belt and the Basin were slowly showing through a deep snow. It meant a late, hectic spring with much to do and work to be done in short order. Not only farmers are impacted by Mother Nature—so are the implement dealer’s crews needed to help with a sudden breakdown, the agronomist, the fertilizer or seed supplier. The sudden arrival of windblown spores of fungus can damage a crop badly and, if you serve farm families, as we do, you’d better be watching the crop carefully and be ready to take sudden action whatever the work schedule.The federal Waters of the United States rules arrived at our farmsteads and they were daunting indeed—a 300 page definition, 90 pages of analytics, and 400 pages of scientific justification. Hiring an attorney to determine whether a seasonal pool is under the federal mantle isn’t in a farm budget.Despite four Senators going on record stating that farmers pay no taxes, they do. Much as builders don’t pay sales tax on lumber or nails, or Boeing on rivets or aluminum, inputs for work in progress—farmers don’t pay sales tax on work on seed and other inputs necessary to produce a crop.  Washington is one of very few states that charge sales tax on farm equipment.  I’d rather not think of how much that amount is on a new combine, though we haven’t bought one for some time. We hope you’ll protect existing tax policy—it helps us stay on a more level playing field with other major agricultural states. One more example of regulatory overreach that can be daunting for farm families: in every other state in the nation, the state department of agriculture enforces the federal worker protection standard. Only Washington has two separate agencies enforcing the same rule—WSDA and L&I.



We support, and appreciate, your work on other key issues, 
including…
• Bipartisan action to support a pesticide application safety panel and increase 

funding for WSDA’s pesticide safety training program
• Your support for the soils health initiative
• Your support for short-line rail infrastructure
• And, for completing the investment in the WSU Global Animal Health Facility



#6 I look forward to working together to strengthen our 
rural communities.. 
• “People in rural America need to know we have their backs. Their futures should be determined by 

the size of their dreams, not by the distance to a decent internet connection.”  ~Debbie Stabenow, 
Senate Ag Committee

• Join me in supporting the effort, lead by the Port of Whitman, to bring affordable, reliable 
coverage to rural areas using ‘dark’ fiber leased to licensed retail providers…

• Let’s pull together to work further with 
agencies and colleges to bring workers to 
our rural areas. We’ve got high quality, 
full time jobs available, great schools and 
job openings
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Whitman County—larger than Rhode Island but with fewer than 50,000 residents, has garnered 15 telecommunication carriers—a unique public/private effort to bring affordable, high quality and reliable coverage for rural areas. These efforts are vital and should not be held back as we’ve moved from copper to wireless to fiber—with obsolete rules about overbuilding and mapping restrictions. 



#7 “The greatest generation” of farmers and a fast pace 
ahead ~Tom Vilsack

• The wheat genome has been mapped and the pace of research accelerates. 
• During the careers of farmers, average age 59, we’ve seen remarkable progress: 

Yields  250%  Soil erosion  85%  Dust  six-fold  Burning of crop residue  22-fold

The biggest gains in productivity and stewardship of any generation 
since crops were first sown so very long ago!

“ We’re now poised to see the greatest period of 
scientific advance in the history of agriculture. 

There’s never been a more exciting time to be in 
agriculture.”  ~Tom Fraley, World Food Prize 
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The wheat genome has been mapped and the pace of research accelerates. Much of it will come in the form of advanced computer technology.  My dad used to say, tongue slightly in cheek, ‘never through these doors shall a computer pass.’ Today we have a precision agriculture department, an ever more innovative research department, and an agricultural software business, Ag Works.  But our most valuable asset will always be dedicated people with a passion for helping farm families succeed.  Satellite and computer technology help us access timely information.  Important but only when dedicated farmers and crop advisers have boots on the ground to make the final calls. Of course we have to get through the tough times to realize the better days ahead.  Working together with you, all of us pitching in and speaking out for the most vital industry of all, we’ll win the day.  I’ve devoted the past couple of years to running full blast to see that as many farm families as possible persevere the present hard times to help us achieve the important tasks ahead.  I hope you will join me. Our state needs them. As does the nation and the world.



A Nobel Prize winner put it well:
“It took some 10,000 years to expand food production to 
the current level. By 2050, we will need to nearly 
double it . Through science and technology, and 
farmer ingenuity, American agriculture has achieved 
levels of productivity second to none. Let us never forget 
that world peace will not be built on empty stomachs or 
human misery.”   ~Norman Borlaug

“We live in a society exquisitely dependent 
on science and technology, in 
which hardly anyone knows anything about 
science and technology.”  ~Carl Sagan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge for the next generation of agriculturalists is exciting:  Doubling food production to meet the needs of a burgeoning world population, doing so on fewer acres as urban growth continues its relentless pace on prime fields near urban centers, (150 acres an hour at last count, over four million acres in our state alone) and doing all that while continuing to advance our knowledge and use our resources ever more wisely. As I often ask young people today—what could be a finer career than that!



Many thanks, friends!
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